A cognitive principle of least effort explains many
cognitive biases
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Experimental results

Choices ….
What’s for dinner?

A new rational choice model

An alternative view of rationality
?

Minimize
cognitive
g
effort
while satisfying
needs.

• Sequential choice simulations replicate confirmation
biases
• Replicate learned helpless behavior when the generative
mechanism of reward signals is unpredictable.

?
Which posters to go to?

Rational choice using expected utility

Modeling Reward
Need Satisfaction
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relative preferences among
available outcomes
• Reward inference relative to
a dynamic set-point
• Incorporation of internal
reward, like cognitive cost

Human

Leads to a dynamic, affine
valuation
l ti
we term
t
quality
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beliefs

Need new memory
model to find optimal
quality beliefs

Reward model
• Rewards embedded in
environment
• Rewards are absolute
quantities in Cartesian
space.

Results in mechanistic,
implausible models of
choice behavior

Long-term
memory

• Store informative
experiences

Tit for tat

I am looking at your
poster because it
maximizes my utility

Highly familiar and highly
surprising experiences
are easier to recollect.
I can see so many
connections
with
my own work in this

Model

• Model approximates
tit-for-tat reciprocal altruism
strategy in iterated prisoners’ dilemma games.
• New definition of rationality implies an individual basis for
cooperation and altruism

Experience
expectation
inferred from
memory as
average over
recalled
experiences

• Recalls experiences with
least cognitive cost.
Memory model
• Computes
statistical
expectations
• Dominated
by
statistically
typical
outcome experiences.

Simulation

• Availability heuristic explains four-fold risk aversion
pattern
• Model generatively replicate risk aversion patterns.
• Suggests such heuristics may emerge from informationtheoretically optimal belief encoding in the brain

Take-away messages
• Alternative information-theoretically motivated definition of
rationality retrieves realistic decision model
• Testable neuroscientific implications about the nature of
reward encoding and memory access - rewards are relative,
memory encoding maximizes information compression
• Natural emergence of multiple families of cognitive biases
with no prior common explanation.

So it’s a PR
stunt?

to obtain an updated quality belief, thereby completing our
choice model.
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